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“Heretiks” is a great story, the background is fresh and the ending shocking, with
an interesting and original script, it tells a story of horror never seen before.
With a great combination of characters, and deep rooted fears that come from
religious superstitions and constant conflict..

DISCLAIMER:
Red Rock Entertainment Ltd is not authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA). The content of this
promotion is not authorised under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (FSMA). Reliance on the promotion for the
purpose of engaging in any investment activity may expose an individual to a significant risk of losing all of the investment.
UK residents wishing to participate in this promotion must fall into the category of sophisticated investor or high net worth
individual as outlined by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA).
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Producer’s Note

E

nMar Productions takes
great pleasure in welcoming
you to ‘Heretiks’, our next
feature film project. We reviewed
countless scripts, searching for that
one special story. A story that would
stand out from the crowd on the big
screen; we found it in ‘Heretiks’.
‘Heretiks’ is an intense supernatural
thriller with a very clever story that
we care about. We have intrigue,
suspense, mystery, psychological
torment and a couple of big twists for
good measure.
By using a fabulous, centuries
old, location we are able to create
the perfect 17th century English
atmosphere. This will give our Film
tremendous production value and
true authenticity to the movie and the
world in which our characters live.
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We will also build interior film sets, to
give freedom to the team to create all
the dynamics required to add fantastic
moving camera shots and visual aids
for the CGI work in post production.
In order to make this Film as
marketable as possible around the
world, we will be working with named
British actors. People who are not only
exceptional in their craft, but known
internationally. Complementing these
famous individuals is an exciting cast
of young and talented actors.
For the Director, we are delighted
to present Paul Hyett, acclaimed
for his directorial debut on ‘The
Seasoning House’. Paul’s experience
in the film industry, working on more
than 60 films, attention to detail,
professionalism and outstanding
visual styles make him the perfect

choice for ‘Heretiks’. Paul is the
latest in a long line of fantastic British
directing talent to come to the fore
and his work on ‘The Seasoning
House’ proved exactly that. We know
we have placed the movie in very
exciting and extremely capable hands.
Paul and his writing partner Conal
Palmer have worked tirelessly on the
original script by Gregory Blair to
create a unique vision for ‘Heretiks’
to be brought to the big screen.
We are able to present this project with
a business structure that will comply
with EIS legislation. This allows UK
taxpayers to benefit from the generous
tax incentives and advantages of
the Enterprise Investment Scheme,
organised through HMRC.

Synopsis

I

n a darker age, superstition
overrules common sense and
faith is tested to its limit. Amid
such darkness, the currency is fear
and suspicion.
At the heart of our story is a young
woman, Persephone. Her past is a
mystery that we feel compelled to
discover. Her present, in contrast,
cannot be clearer as we find
Persephone accused of the murder
of her master and mistress; her
apparently devoted employers and
protectors. Surely only supernatural
forces in this age of extreme darkness
could have created such a desperately
sad scene.
Our sympathy and desire to find an
explanation, even justification, for
Persephone’s actions is not shared by
the Prosecutor. There is little scope
for leniency. Instead, an example
must be made of anyone behaving
out of the ordinary. Only punishment
in the most severe terms will satisfy
these courts.
But this is not Persephone’s future.
On the verge of conviction, court
proceedings are interrupted by a
woman swathed in black; a woman
as mysterious as Persephone’s past.
This woman is the Reverend Mother,
a voice she claims, for the lost, the
misbegotten and the fallen. Mixing
dark wit and blackmail, she barters
for Persephone’s life, pledging to
gain atonement for her crimes on
the condition that the young woman
remains under her care in a convent
tending to the sick.

“Be sober, be vigilant; because your adversary
the devil, as a roaring lion, walketh about,
seeking whom he may devour” 1 Peter 5:8
Persephone, now under the control
of the Reverend Mother, attempts to
rebuild her life but it is not easy. The
patients in the convent infirmary are
dying from a new and burgeoning
plague. But it is not these “earthly”
forces that increasingly torment our
heroine. Rather it is the supernatural
forces that underlie the very fabric
of the convent which, like an
invisible wall on the inside, prevents
Persephone’s emotional and spiritual
entry into her new environment, in the
same way as a real wall on the outside
prevents her physical exit.
Persephone finds solace in her only
friend, the young novice Catherine,
who was also granted refuge here.
Catherine’s focus is to break out of
the convent to meet a boy, Ellis, with
whom she has struck a relationship
through the crumbling outer wall.
For Persephone, there is nothing on
the outside to attract her attentions.
A growing trust between Persephone
and Catherine provides us with a
glimpse of our heroine’s life story.
But the more comfortable we become
with Persephone’s mysterious past,
the more concerned we become with
her future. The convent too has a past
and Persephone must unravel the dark
secrets of her saviours.
Together, Catherine and Persephone
will learn that not everybody is as they
claim to be. That faith is more than
just believing and that not every road
to hell is paved with good intentions.
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Director’s Vision

H

eretiks, touches on
all that makes a
great period thriller whilst creating
something unique and ultimately
chilling. What attracts me to this
project is the chance to play on the
ancient, deep rooted fears that come
from religious misgivings and to draw
out the themes and symbolism of the
late 17th Century.
I want to embody the Film with the
passions of the iconic characters that
leap from the script. The steely and
calculating coldness of the Reverend
Mother. Persephone, the troubled
young woman plagued by visions of
demons and surreal nightmares.
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The young girl Catherine and her
joy for life against the odds. I see
a great opportunity to thread their
lives together to create something
of substance, visually stunning and
truly terrifying, as we delve into
the recesses of Persephone’s mind
amongst the darkest corners of
the convent.

has to offer and shall also utilise the
latest in digital technology to create
photo realistic set extensions. I want
the audience to feel immersed in the
world of the 17th Century and to
feel the cold stone and dramas that
unfold within, whilst developing a
warmth and empathy towards the
lead characters.

‘Heretiks’ will be a creepy, gothic tale
with cinematography that will visually
stun the audience with imaginative
and surreal imagery; with jumps and
scares and fantastic visual effects. My
aim is to create a film with a lasting
legacy; with memorable scenes and
characters that linger in the memory.

I am delighted to be a part of this
movie and am looking forward to
delivering a film that exceeds the high
expectations of the script.

We will shoot on location, drawing
from the stunning heritage the UK

Paul Hyett
Images above used are only for the
purposes of giving an idea as to the
style of movie. Also to make it clear
that no attempt is to copy any of the
movies depicted in the images.

Creative Team

Director:

P

PAUL HYETT

aul Hyett has been at the centre of the UK
film industry for the past 15 years, working in
the make-up and special effects departments
of some of the best horror and thriller movies the UK
has ever made. Paul’s VFX work can be seen in films
such as Neil Marshall’s ‘The Descent’, ‘Harry Brown’
and ‘The Woman in Black’.
Paul made his directing debut in 2013 with the release
of the highly acclaimed thriller ‘The Seasoning House’.
The Film reviewed superbly and secured worldwide
distribution deals through Kaleidoscope Entertainment.
Following this success, Paul needed to carefully choose
his next moves which would continue to showcase his
directorial talent, satisfy his established fan base and
deliver films which would surpass the fantastic impact
of his debut feature.

He chose two movies, ‘Heretiks’ and the now completed
‘Howl’, a psychological werewolf creature feature ,
artfully simplistic character development and devotely
crafted set pieces above nilhilistic shock tactics. The
result is a riotously entertaining and quintessentially
British horror gem, set for release this year
through Metrodome.

Cinematographer:

N

NEIL OSEMAN

eil is a director of photography with his
own Blackmagic 4K, and 10 features to his
name plus 2 action-adventure web series and
many shorts. He is a participant in the Bafta Crew
2015 programme. As a director hes made 2 features
films, a Bafta long-listed short film, and a 35mm pilot
starring Benedict Cumberbatch, and been dubbed “The
Spielberg of Hereford” by The Guardian.
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Creative Team
Written by:

GREGORY BLAIR

G

regory Blair studied theatre
and writing at various
prestigious
locations,
including UCLA in California and
Cambridge University in England.

Gregory’s writings ‘Cold Lang Syne’,
‘The Last Banana’ and ‘Nicholas
Nickleby’, have all been represented
on stage. His comic novella ‘Spewing
Pulp’ won a Stonewall Performance
Literature Award and his last feature
film script won Best Screenplay and
Best Narrative Feature in the US
in 2014.

Conner Palmer and Paul Hyett (who partnered together extensively on the
“The Seasoning House” script) have reunited to further develop Gregory’s
screenplay to the perfect chiller for the big screen.

Adapted by:

CONAL PALMER &
PAUL HYETT

A

quick pause to mention the
script which is primarily a
collaboration between Paul
and Conal Palmer, a regular colleague
of Paul’s in the make-up departments
of such titles as The Descent, The
Cottage and Attack the Block and
with a number of notable non-Hyett
credits too, including From Hell,
Doctor Sleep and Storage 24.
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Visual Effects

T

SPECIAL EFFECTS (VFX)
he influence of visual special
effects (VFX) in movies has
never been greater and in recent
times there has been an exponential
growth in the use of digital special effects.
More and more films utilise computer
generated imagery (CGI) to create
stunning visual effects for the big screen
and ‘Heretiks’ is no exception.
The strong storyline will be captured on
film using real world medieval locations
with VFX blended in to enhance
and improve the creepy and chilling
atmosphere of the film. The company
chosen to provide these VFX effects
is Filmgate.
Filmgate started in 2006 and within that
time we have worked on over 85 feature
films in eleven different countries. Titles
such as ‘The Girl With The Dragon
Tattoo’, ‘Australia’, ‘The Woman In
Black’ and ‘Diana’ have all benefited
from their incredible VFX talent.
‘Heretiks’ will feature large amounts
of computer enhanced imagery. The
cavernous walls of the convent and the
deep complex catacombs beneath will be
digitally enhanced, lengthened and filled
with fantastical creatures.
The town beyond the convent walls,
ravaged with disease and death will
be seen in the distance using digital
set extensions.
Modern technology now allows us to
create images and build a world that
would not have been possible before.
A world limited only by the director’s
imagination Filmgate are perfectly suited
to bring our cinematic nightmare to life.
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Locations
‘Heretiks’ will be filmed using a
combination of real world locations
and specially built film sets. Using
both styles is the most cost effective
way of shooting a film of this nature.
In UK we are extremely lucky to
have access to some incredible
properties, such as Tretower Castle
and Court, Abergavenny which will
give ‘Heretiks’ an unparalleled level
of authenticity.
Using bespoke sets for the interiors
shots increases the variety of camera
techniques available to the director
and allows us to create our big stunt
scenes with plenty of visual effects
added on.
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Management Team

E

nMar Productions is responsible for the coordination and actual production of the film.
EnMar has gathered a talented group of
individuals, ensuring a first class technical crew, with
experienced heads of departments in all positions.
EnMar Productions was formed in 2008 by Marcia
Do Vales and Keven Kane.
Previously they coproduced the hit Disney Channel show for children,
Lombrices’, and produced a music video
for
Planeta Murphy.
EnMar has also been responsible for numerous TV pilot
shows in Spain including ‘Loft Studio’ and ‘Planta 26’[.
2011 saw EnMar produce their first full feature film.
‘Deranged’. with British action star Craig Fairbrass,
released in 2013.
Marcia Do Vales has recently appeared on the Jury of the
Now or Never Film Festival 2015, where she was part of
the official committee responsible for choosing the festivals
award winners.
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empleheart has supported more than 20 movies
in the last four years, which have been fully
financed, completed and sold internationally as
well as in the UK.
Templeheart Films were listed in the top 20 UK production
companies in their third year and by 2014 had made the
top 10 in the BFI (British Film Institute) Statistical
Yearbook.
Templeheart will ensure that Hereticks
has a “bigger budget” look for relatively minimal
expenditure, thus creating a bigger potential for return on
investment (ROI).
Templeheart provide budget control and executive
production services to drive efficiencies in time and costs.
Temepleheart Films worked closely with Paul Hyett and
Michael Riley on the production of the critically acclaimed
movie “The Seasoning House”.
Every film we get involved with has widespread appeal
for international audiences. Our formula for managing risk
and ability to select commercially viable films is second
to none.

Management Team

Producer

Co-Producer

ichael first directed and produced a number
of short films and TV dramas before settling
into feature film production. He established
Sterling Pictures in 1994 and has become one of the
most prolific producers in the UK. To date, his fictional
work includes twenty feature films, many of which have
won prizes at international film festivals. He was one of
the youngest ever producers of a major TV drama serial
(the BBC’s $14 Million epic family saga ‘In a Land of
Plenty’, was nominated for a 2001 Royal Television
Society award).

avid Higginson brings a great deal of
production experience to the crew. He has an
extensive C.V. working on television as well
as feature films.

M

MICHAEL RILEY

D

DAVID HIGGINSON

His work shows on such films as ‘The Tournament’ starring
Ian Somerhalder, Ving Rhames and Liam Cunningham,
the superb ‘Harry Brown’ starring Michael Caine and
‘Gallowwalkers’ staring Wesley Snipes.

His film for artist Zarina Bhimji was nominated for
the 2007 Turner Prize and his documentary ‘China’s
Wild West’ premiered at the 2009 Sundance Film
Festival.. His recent work includes the award-winning
controversial horror film ‘The Seasoning House’. He is
a member of BAFTA and The European Film Academy
and is a graduate of the MEDIA II Film Business School
in Ronda.
Michael’s latest film, set for release in 2015, is the World
War Two drama ‘Chosen’ starring Harvey Keitel.
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Film Sound

B

ased at Pinewood studios, Sound 24 are at the
cutting edge of sound design in the United
Kingdom. This Oscar winning company will
provide a complete post production sound service to the
film. Sound 24’s state of the art editing suites will allow
“Heretiks” creative team to preview and pre-mix the sound
design before laying down the final mix.

Clean sweep winners of the ‘Best Sound’ Awards at both the 2014 BAFTA and Oscar ceremonies for their work on the
movie ‘Gravity’, Sound 24 is an audio post-production company, which specialises in Feature Film and Television
work. With a reputation for excellence and a credit list that reads like a who’s who of some of the most critically
lauded and financially successful movies made in the last 20 years.

Post Production
A

ASCENSION

scension Productions is a
media industry full service
production
company,
producing viral videos, pop promos
and trailers for clients including
Sony, Fox, Disney Warner Music
and Universal.
Asension have produced dozens of
music videos, TV commercials, films
trailers and virals. They recently
won a Golden Trailer award for the
extraordinary work on the ‘King’s
Speech’ trailer. The ‘Heretik’s team
are very pleased to have Ascension
fully on board as promotional
consultants and trailer editors.
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ExecutiveProducer’s

R

ed Rock Entertainment is a film finance company, based at the world
famous Elstree Studios in Borehamwood, home to some of the biggest TV
shows on British television and the studio of choice for many successful
British films.
Working in conjunction with a number of UK production companies to raise
equity for film, TV programmes and film distribution, Red Rock Entertainment
offer a number of tax efficient investment opportunities.
Red Rock Entertainment primarily works on projects which are at an advanced
stage and are looking for the final amount of financing. Their sole focus is on
film and TV projects that have a commercial appeal, an identifiable audience,
moderately low and controllable costs and a sound financial structure. As
executive producers, Red Rock Entertainment can arrange for investors to visit the sets during filming, appear as extras,
and attend private screenings. They also arrange film investment seminars at Elstree Studios with guest speakers from
the different film companies, along with qualified accountants to discuss the various tax advantages of investing in the
film industry.
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Casting Director
J

Jeremy Zimmerman
eremy Zimmerman is one
of the UK’s leading casting
directors and has worked on
international productions for the past
twenty years with notable directors as
Peter Yates, Ron Howard, Guillermo
Del Toro and Richard Attenborough.
He was also nominated for an Emmy
in 1995 for an ‘Outstanding Individual
Achievement Award’.
Jeremy already has 169 credits to
his name including Kevin Costner’s
‘Robin Hood: Prince of Theives’,
‘Den of Lions’ with Bob Hopkins,
‘Moon’ with Sam Rockwell, ‘The
Contract’ starring Morgan Freeman
& John Cusack and ‘Keeping
Mum’ starring Rowan Atkinson and
Maggie Smith.

Principal Cast

‘Reverend Mother’ | Clare Higgins

“Clare Higgins”.Despite a long and succussful ccareer on-stage, she is perhaps
better known in films for sinister portrayal of “Julia” in Hellrasier in 1987, a
role she also reprised in the sequel, Hellbound: Hellraiser II. Since then Clare
has gone on to star in a number of huge box office hits including The Golden
Compass with Daniel Craig and Nicole Kidman, Cassandra’s Dream with Colin
Farrell and Ewan McGregor, as well as numerous TV series including Parade’s
End with Benedict Cumberbatch and Downtown Abbey.
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Principal Cast

‘The Magistrate’| Michael Ironside

“Michael Ironside” has made a strong and indelible impression with his often
incredibly intense and explosive portrayals of fearsome villains throughout
the years. He received recognition with his frightening turn as deadly and
powerful psychic Darryl Revok in David Cronemberg’s Scanners” on 1981.
Other memorable film roles include the Jester in the blockbuster smash “Top
Gun”, Major Paul Hackett in “Extreme Prejudice”, Vietnam veteran “Ben” in
“Nowhere to Hide” and the immortal General in Highlander II: The Quickening.
Moreover, Ironside has appeared in two highly entertaining science fiction
features for Paul Verhoeven: With Anorld Schwarzenegger in “Total Recall”
and blockbuster movie “Starship Troopers”.

‘Emeline’ | Rosie Day

“Rosie Day” is a young actress in demand right now. At just 20 years of age,
Rosie is already known for her many TV roles including “Homefront”, “DCI
Banks” and the huge show “Outlander”” Her break -out movie role, however,
was the worldwide favorite “The Seasoning House” in 2013, where she pulled
off an award winning performance as a young deaf and mute girl in the war in
the Balkans. Hollywood took notice of Rosie and soon she can be seen in the
film “All Roads lead to Rome” playing the daughter of Sarah Jessica Parker,
also starring Paz Vega. Rosie was chosen as one of Screen International’s Stars
of Tomorrow 2013
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Principal Cast

‘Sister Elizabeth’ | Ania Marson

“Ania Marson” is an actress well known to generations for her numerous TV
roles, most recently in the hit TV series Foyle’s War starring Michael Kitchen.
Her big screen appearances include the Harvey Keitel and Art Garfunkle
acclaimed American film “Bad Timing” and ”Nicholas and Alexander” with
Fiona Fullerton and Jack Hawkins. This year Ania can be seen in the critic’s
favourite “Howl, directed by our very own Paul Hyett Her classic style makes
her the perfect fit for “Heretiks”.

‘Young Elizabeth’

| Katie Sheridan

“Katie Sheridan” ,stunning in appearance, Katie brings a touch of glamour to
our dark”and mysterious 15th Century setting. Having appeared in ‘’Genic in
the House”, “Crushing Snails”, “The Confusion of Tongues” and the smash
hit ”50 Kisses”, we’re extremely pleased to have Katie confirmed before she
takes on Hollywood full time.”
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‘Catherine’ | Emily Tucker

“Emily Tucker” graduated from the 3 year BA (ACTING) course at Drama
Centre London in 2010. Her passion for acting began when she 15 years old.
With Dutch and Italian parents her penchant for accents and languages has seen
her playing characters of varying nationalities, the latest being Polish girl in a
Warsaw Melody where she sang in Polish, and Bulgarian girl Nina in feature film
The Seasoning House “Emily Tucker brings a vibrant “Catherine” to life in
Heretiks. A young talent who met Director Paul Hyett when she appeared in
“The Seasoning House” and who’s natural acting style left as strong impression
with our director. She can be seen in the new Channel 4 and BBC Worldwide
TV series “Not Safe For Work”.

Persephone’ | Hannah Arteton

“Hannah Arteton” Hannah Arterton is an actress, known for Walking on
Sunshine (2014), Amorous (2014) and At First Sight (2013). She trained at the
Royal Academy of Dramatic Art (RADA). Though Arterton has experience in
stage, television (BBC fantasy series “Atlantis”) and radio (Radio 4 musical
drama “Queens of Noise”), film is where she wants to concentrate her career,
“There’s so much variety in film,” she says, noting she intends to balance her
work between indie and mainstream roles. “As an actor, you find different
freedoms in both those forms.”

WE
ARE
At First Sight TOURISTS
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Principal Cast

‘Jeremiah’

| Grahame Fox

“Grahame was born in Cardiff, South Wales. Throughout his school days he was
actively involved in drama production both in school and out. His numerous tv
credits include: DI Cook (a semi-regular role) in Casualty, Midsomer Murders,
A Respectable Trade, EastEnders, The New Adventures of Robin Hood, Look
Around You, Human Remains, He portrayed Ralf Kenning in the fourth season
in the Game of Thrones, to name but a few. While continuing his work in feature
films such as Stormhouse, Darklands, One day in cochin and playing Darrel
Pridmore in the highly acclaimed ‘LAVA’. In addition Grahame can be seen in
the title role of “JUDAS GHOST”.

‘Sister Lucilla’| Sian Breckin

“Sian Breckin” is a British actress. After graduating from Drama School, Sian
was cast by Des Hamilliton in Donkey Punch for Warp Films which was her
first role on screen. Sian went on to begin her television career and work again
with Warp Films in the role of Kelly in Tyrannosaur. Sian continues to work in
Theatre with credits including, The Old Vic, The Bush and The Arcola Theatre..
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EIS

Enterprise Investment Schemes
Enterprise
Investment
Scheme
Income Tax Relief

There are FOUR EIS primary tax reliefs as follows:
We are often asked to explain
the EIS tax reliefs. They are
definitely generous and can make
any investment more attractive,
or at least, help to protect from
downside risk.
Before explaining the tax
reliefs in more detail, a word
of caution - you need to make
sure you don’t focus all your
energy on understanding the
EIS tax rules and remember to
do your due diligence on the
underlying investment i.e. its
management, the business model,
the market opportunities, the
competition etc.

1. Income Tax Relief (30% upfront income tax relief).
2. Capital Gains Tax deferral Relief.
3. EIS Loss Relief against Income or Capital Gains
(loss set against income to reduce tax).
4. IHT Relief and Business Property Relief
(100% IHT relief after two years).

Income Tax Relief
In order to qualify for Income Tax Relief, an investor must hold a qualifying
investment for a minimum period of three years from the date of issue, or when
trade commences if later.
In order to claim IncomeTax Relief, the investor must not be deemed connected
with the issuing company. A qualifying investor will attract UK Income Tax
Relief at 30% of the investment, subject to having sufficient taxable income.

An Income Tax Saving Example
Mr. Brown has income in the tax year as a result of which he would owe £3,000
income tax to HMRC.
If Mr. Brown were to invest £10,000 into a qualifying EIS company in the same
tax year (or the next tax year), his income tax liability to HMRC would be
reduced to zero. His investment into the EIS company would therefore have
effectively cost him £7,000 for an investment in shares worth £10,000.
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A final Note

Current Industry Status
box
office
revenues
u UK
exceeded £1 Billion for the
fourth year in succession.
u UK cinema admissions reached
157.5 million.
u A total of 712 films were
released for a week or more in
the UK and Republic of Ireland.
films,
including
cou UK
productions, accounted for
22% of releases and 27% of the
market by value.
u The box office share of UK
independent films was 16%,
the highest share since records
began in 2001, and higher than
that for studio-backed UK films
(11%) for the first time.
uSource bfi.org.uk

BOX OFFICE
H

eretiks should appeal to the best demographic in
the film, the covered 15-35 age group. Movigoers
between these ages make up the vast majority of
cinema going piblic and are typically the most responsive to our
marketing strategies.
That said, the film’s style and stellar cast we hope to attach to the
project could widen the appeal and open the door to audiences of
all ages.
‘Heretiks’ is a simple markting gem for distributors. A movie with
great appeal to a younger audience which does not alienate the
older crowds.
‘Heretiks’ is a chiller which will be broadly classified in the horror
genre. We are aiming for suggestive tension rather than on screen
gore and we hope to attain a 15 certificate film rating category. We
feel this is the best possible rating for the movie.
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A PAUL HYETT FILM

H e r et i ks

Contact Us:
Red Rock Entertainment Ltd,
Suite 12 Elstree Studios | Shenley Rd. | Borehamwood | Hertfordshire
WD6 1JG | United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0)203 745 5380
info@redrockentertainment.com
www.redrockentertainment.com
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